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Top Test Prep Set to Hire 100 New Tutors
SUMMARY: Top Test Prep announces that it is hiring 100 new private tutors in
Washington, D.C., New York City, Boston, Philadelphia and San Francisco. The test
prep services firm hires only the best instructors for its tutor jobs, selecting only the top 1
percent of all applicants.
For Immediate Release:
Washington, D.C. – April 4, 2013 – Increased demand among students needing assistance
in preparing for their upcoming private school, college and grad school admission tests
has prompted Top Test Prep to begin hiring 100 new private tutors.
Top Test Prep, a family-owned tutoring company helps students prepare for the SSAT,
ISEE, HSPT tests for private schools, the SAT and ACT tests for colleges and the LSAT,
MCAT and GMAT tests for grad exams, with the goal of helping them enroll in the
nation’s top schools.
“Our tutor hiring will include the best of the best, with Top Test Prep only accepting
instructors who have scored in the top 1 percent of every exam,” said Top Test Prep
founder Ross Blankenship. “We are only hiring instructors who are graduates of Ivy
League and other top colleges around the nation.”
Top Test Prep is focusing its new recruitment effort to fill tutoring jobs by hiring
new Washington DC tutors, Boston tutors, San Francisco tutors, Philadelphia tutors,
and New York city tutors to add to its existing team of more than 250 tutors who help
students meet their academic goals across the nation.
After filling the 100 new tutor jobs, Top Test Prep will be have even more resources to
help its students devise customized study plans, obtain vitally needed one-on-one
academic support and take as many diagnostic exams as they need to succeed. All
students have access to actual practice exams and receive monthly progress reports to
help ensure that they stay on track in their quest to enroll in the nation’s top academic
institutions.
Contact:
1-800-501-7737
www.toptestprep.com
About Top Test Prep:
Top Test Prep provides test prep services and tutoring students to help with strategic
exam preparation and admissions counseling to help them get into the top-ranked
schools. All tutors and admissions counselors have years of expertise in tutoring
programs, test preparation and application consulting.
	
  

